WHERE NEXT FOR THE WASHINGTON STATISTICAL SOCIETY?

CHAIRMAN: T.D. Woolsey, President of W.S.S.

SPEAKERS: Donald C. Riley, "A brief history of the W.S.S."

Panel discussion of the 1962-63 Task Force Survey:
Rexford C. Farmelee, Task Force Chairman
Ernest E. Blanche, Past President, W.S.S.
Edwin D. Goldfield, Former President, W.S.S.
Charles B. Lawrence, Jr., Author of Task Force Report.

(A) If you are among those who have attended Society meetings fairly regularly, then we need you to help plan a program of new activities.
(B) If you are not in category (A), then perhaps there is something lacking in the Society's program. If so, we need you to speak for a program that will satisfy you. This will be a full membership discussion to help the Executive Committee plan a program of expanded activities for the Society. ITS YOUR SOCIETY. PLEASE JOIN THIS DISCUSSION OF ITS FUTURE.

WHEN AND WHERE: Tuesday, January 28th, 8:00 P.M., Room 101 Hall of Government, George Washington University, 21st and G Sts., N. W. (please note)

METHODOLOGY SECTION

Joseph M. Cameron, National Bureau of Standards, "Calibration Designs."
John Mandel, National Bureau of Standards, "Fitting Families of Curves."

Two statistical topics dealing with the physical sciences, with examples.

WHEN AND WHERE: Wednesday, January 22nd, 3:00 P.M., The Manse, National Bureau of Standards, Connecticut Avenue and Van Ness Streets, N. W.

SAVE! SAVE! February 28th, Annual Dinner Meeting. Frederick Stephan